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Chapter 3221 

 Ye Chen looked at Su Shoudao and found that this guy's mouth was bulging out and had distorted his 

entire face. He was a bit stunned for a moment and couldn't help but ask Hamid, "Older brother, what's 

going on here?" 

        Hamid glanced at Su Shoudao and said with a smile, "Harm, this guy's mouth was chattering 

incessantly and it was annoying as hell, so I gagged him first." 

        After saying that, he squeezed Su Shoudao's cheek again and pulled the beret out of his mouth 

hard. 

        While Su Shoudao rubbed both cheeks in pain, Hamid waved the crumpled beret in his hands and 

snapped it against his leg a few times. 

        After stretching the hat, he put it directly on his head and adjusted its position from side to side, 

then took Ye Chen by the shoulders and said enthusiastically, "Let's go! Old Brother Ye! Let's go to my 

office and have a cup of coffee, we need to have a good chat!" 

        Ye Chen looked at the beret on top of his head, and then at Su Shoudao, who had a pained 

expression, and smiled helplessly before asking him, "How have things been in the past two days? Has 

the Ten Thousand Dragons Temple come to trouble you again?" 

        "No." Hamid spoke, "Our scouts have received news that they are now shrinking their encirclement, 

but I see that they have no intention of making a move anytime soon, they must have been scared by 

me." 

        If it wasn't for you guiding me through all this, telling me to learn from the spirit of Shangganling 

and prepare for a protracted war, I would have been killed by those bastards of the Ten Thousand 

Dragon Temple! Just because I listened to your instructions, I took out 3,000 to 4,000 of their men 

combined in two battles without losing even a hundred of my own men, a glorious battle record that is 

simply unprecedented." 

        When Su Shoudao heard this, his whole body was even more stunned, he couldn't even care about 

the severe pain in his cheeks. 

        In his heart, he said in a horrified voice, "Crap! These strategic tactics Hamid played turned out to 

be Ye Chen's ideas for him! I thought his style of play looked so familiar, but he learnt it from our great 

forefathers!" 

        "This guy Ye Chen is really a god, how can he command a small warlord like Hamid from a distance 

and win two battles with extremely disparate strength and amazing results?" 

        "With this fancy mind of Ye Chen's, if he really wants to fight the Su family head on in the future, 

what will the Su family do to fight him?" 

        "Moreover, Ye Chen is also incomprehensibly strong, a so-called expert like He Lao may not even be 

able to withstand a slap in the face in front of him, not to mention that he has this licking dog, Hamid, 

who now has almost 10,000 soldiers in his hands and is already considered a great lord of Syria!" 



        At this moment, Hamid enthusiastically pulled Ye Chen and headed down the hill, Su Shoudao could 

only follow the two. 

        When he was almost at Hamid's office, Hamid looked back at him and sternly shouted, "What are 

you doing following me? Go back to your own pit!" 

        Su Shoudao had to say flatteringly, "Yes Commander Hamid, I'll go back now!" 

        Hamid turned his head to Ye Chen and said, "Don't worry, old brother, he doesn't dare to go 

anywhere except his pit now, he definitely can't run away." 

        Ye Chen laughed dumbly and nodded gently. 

        Su Shoudao indeed did not dare to go anywhere else. 

Chapter 3222 

 In the past, Hamid was still afraid of him running away, but since the war started, Hamid was not 

worried about that anymore, because if Su Shoudao really dared to run away, he would probably be 

killed by a shot from the sniper hidden in the shadows before he could get more than a few kilometres 

away. 

        After all, after losing face, Wan Long Temple had already given a harsh word that not a single fly in 

Hamid's base would get out alive, so if Su Shoudao had the guts, he wouldn't dare to run. 

        After Su Shoudao was sent away, Ye Chen joined Hamid and went to Hamid's office. 

        It was called an office, but in fact it was just a larger pit. 

        Inside, there were about ten square feet of internal space with electric lights and a ventilation duct 

leading directly from the entrance of the pit to the inside, constantly sending air inside. 

        Once inside, Hamid introduced to Ye Chen, "We are now fully excavating a large number of hidden 

fortifications and tunnels, and it won't be long before all these tunnels are connected together. " 

        Ye Chen nodded gently and said, "I see that all the buildings in your valley have basically been 

blown up, do you have any plans for such a large place?" 

        "Then what can be the plan." Hamid said, "Once the other side starts fighting, the artillery will hit 

the inside of the valley first, the valley has a large mouth and a small bottom, it would have been the 

best target for the artillery, so there's not much practical use for it." 

        Ye Chen said, "I suggest that you simply demolish all the houses, remove the construction rubbish, 

and then dig some five or six metre deep rectangular pits in the same place to store water. anymore." 

        The Middle East is relatively arid and hot, and the rainy season in Syria is not that long. Once the 

rainy season is over, fresh water resources, although not very scarce, are relatively valuable. 

        Ye Chen was not worried about Hamid being taken out of the pot by his opponents now, but was 

more or less worried that his opponents would surround him comprehensively, creating a prolonged 

siege without fighting. 



        In fact, for Ye Chen, the easiest way he could think of to solve Hamid was to deploy his troops and 

completely cut Hamid off from the outside world from both sea and land. 

        In particular, all means of entry for supplies should be cut off so that Hamid could not get any 

supplies from the outside world. 

        In this way, Hamid would have to deplete his own reserves until he was exhausted. 

        Food and ammunition are relatively easy to store, and in a place like the Middle East, a dry and 

sheltered environment is not a problem for two or three years. 

        The only thing that is not so easy to store is the large amount of fresh water. 

        Bottled water is not a big problem to store drinking water, but it is difficult to secure water for 

domestic use. 

        The groundwater resources are already not abundant, and in the event of a dry season, when there 

may be no rain for several months, the groundwater will also be greatly affected. 

        In that case, the base would have to transport water from outside if it wanted to use it properly. 

        But once the enemy cut off the transportation, the fresh water resources could not be replenished 

effectively, and once several thousand people ran out of water, their morale would definitely continue 

to decline until they collapsed. 

        That is why Ye Chen suggested that Hamid could first find a way to do some water storage projects. 

        Seeing that Hamid had not yet figured it out, Ye Chen said, "Anyway, your base has been bombed 

beyond recognition now, and the enemy's artillery fire is very heavy, so there is no way for you to 

reactivate this base, so you might as well dig a pit to store water and make more preparations for the 

future." 

        "Besides, a deep dug cistern is not afraid of shelling, even if all the water has turned into mud, it can 

still be kept for daily use as long as it is settled and primary filtered, and then simply sterilised." 

        When Hamid heard this, he said approvingly, "That's a good idea, old boy! I'll arrange for a couple of 

hundred people to start doing it tomorrow!" 

        Ye Chen nodded, then, remembering something, he asked Hamid, "Right, old brother, I heard that 

the reason why the Ten Thousand Dragons Temple cooperated with the government army was because 

after purging you, they would be approved to build a mercenary base in Syria, I wonder if that's true?" 

        Hamid was surprised and asked, "Brother, I just found out about this last night, where did you get 

this information?" 

Chapter 3223 

 Hamid had never known how the Dragon Temple worked with the government army. 

        Originally he thought that the government army had paid for the Dragon Temple, but when he 

thought about it, something didn't seem right, because the government army's biggest problem was a 



lack of funds, and its own soldiers were short of medicine, guns and ammunition, so how could they 

have enough money to hire the Dragon Temple's mercenaries. 

        It was only yesterday that he received the news that the terms of cooperation between the Temple 

of the Dragon and the government army were that the Temple of the Dragon would help the 

government army purge the opposition and that the government army would carve out a 100 square 

kilometre area of land in Syria for the Temple of the Dragon to set up its first mercenary base in the 

Middle East. 

        However, Hamid did not expect that Ye Chen would know about this matter even though he was far 

away from China, so he was instantly amazed at Ye Chen's information channels. 

        Ye Chen did not expect that Hamid, who had already fought two rounds with the Ten Thousand 

Dragons Temple, would only know about this news yesterday. 

        This also meant that this news was still relatively confidential. 

        This kind of confidential information, which Su Chengfeng would actually know, further confirmed 

his suspicion that Su Chengfeng must have some kind of connection with the Ten Thousand Dragons 

Temple. 

        Thus, Ye Chen said to Hamid, "I suspect that this Hall of Ten Thousand Dragons is connected to an 

enemy of mine in China, and the specific details of the Hall of Ten Thousand Dragons' cooperation with 

the government army were leaked from that enemy of mine in China." 

        Hamid blurted out, "If that's the case, then this Hall of Ten Thousand Dragons is also a threat to 

you!" 

        "Yes." Ye Chen nodded and spoke, "The main reason is that I don't know much about this Ten 

Thousand Dragons Hall either, I'm not sure about their specific situation, so how much danger the Ten 

Thousand Dragons Hall is to me is still uncertain." 

        Hamid waved his hand and said, "Old brother, I don't think you need to worry about this, China has 

been nicknamed the mercenary grave because the security in China is too good, in this case, overseas 

mercenaries can't even bring a gun in, they are definitely not a match for you, old brother." 

        Ye Chen said indifferently, "Knowing yourself and your enemy will make you invincible in a hundred 

battles, the most passive thing about me now is my lack of knowledge about the Ten Thousand Dragons 

Temple, and I also don't know how close that enemy of mine is to the Ten Thousand Dragons Temple." 

        Hamid then said, "Brother, let me tell you what I know so far, the Dragon Palace made its fortune in 

South America some years ago, but now it is focusing on the Middle East and Africa, of which the Middle 

East is the largest market, there is almost no country in the Middle East you can think of, including Israel, 

that does not work with mercenaries, so this Dragon Palace wants to take root in the Middle East. " 

        Even the American company Blackwater can only arm its mercenaries with ordinary light weapons, 

and when they go to the Middle East to work with the US Army, the armored vehicles and helicopter 

gunships they drive are almost all US Army. was a Toyota pickup with a machine gun on the bucket." 

        "The same goes for the Maroon in this respect." 



        "They have some heavy equipment in South America, but it's said to be a handful of APCs and old 

Russian helicopters, so if they want to move it globally, they'll have to use shipping;" 

        "But again there is a problem with shipping, shipping companies all over the world have to follow a 

basic convention that they cannot carry any non-government armed weaponry, and no country's ports 

are allowed to allow any non-government armed weaponry to be loaded or unloaded from their ports;" 

        "So, it is basically impossible for them to get their equipment from South America to the Middle 

East." 

        Hearing this, Ye Chen spoke, "That's why they want to establish a base of their own in the Middle 

East, and then find a way to get some heavy equipment from here to arm themselves, right?" 

        "Right!" Hamid nodded and said seriously, "The Middle East is perennially at war and is itself a 

haven for mercenaries, although I don't know how much of the annual global output of the mercenary 

business is, at the very least 60% of it is in the Middle East." 

Chapter 3224 

 Hamid added, "You don't have to look at Africa, but to be frank, all those war-torn African countries are 

poor as hell, and mercenaries can't really make much money fighting in places like that, but the Middle 

East is different, many countries in the Middle East are very rich, even Iran, which has been under 

sanctions for a long time, is actually very rich, and they all have a mercenary aspect demand and are 

willing to spend money, so it's a huge market for mercenaries." 

        "And there are a lot of heavy weaponry in the Middle East, almost like an exhibition hall for 

weapons from the East and West, with Russian-made weaponry being the most abundant, so as long as 

you have money, there is nothing you can't buy, if Wan Long Temple really gets a base in Syria and gets 

a bunch of heavy equipment from the Middle East local, then in the future the combat power in the 

Middle East will skyrocket and it will definitely be very popular. " 

        Ye Chen asked with some confusion, "Why does your government army want to cooperate with 

them, aren't they afraid that the Hall of Ten Thousand Dragons will affect the security of their country in 

the future?" 

        Hamid laughed heatedly and said, "To them, the Hall of Ten Thousand Dragons is much stronger 

than us, the opposition, after all, we are really fighting against them." 

        "That's true." Ye Chen paused slightly for a moment before asking him again, "By the way, do you 

know who the top commander of the Ten Thousand Dragons Temple in Syria is?" 

        Hamid immediately said, "It's one of their four war kings, the Greenwood Wolf King, who is also said 

to be a Chinese." 

        Ye Chen nodded gently and said indifferently, "I plan to find an opportunity to go over and meet 

him for a while." 

        Hamid said nervously, "Old brother, don't be impulsive, I've heard that each of the four war kings of 

the Ten Thousand Dragons Hall are top experts, and they not only have four war kings, but also 

hundreds of war generals with different star ratings, so they are very strong. 



        Ye Chen laughed, "I don't know what's wrong, I always have a feeling that this Ten Thousand 

Dragons Hall and I might have many encounters in the future, and might even be a big enemy of mine in 

the future;" 

        "It would be fine if I was at home, but since I'm here this time, I have to find a way to feel their way, 

no matter what I say." 

        "Apart from that, if I want to take Su Shoudao away, this is the only way I can go, so I have to make 

this trip anyway, and it's best to kidnap him out." 

        Hamid said somewhat anxiously, "Old brother, the Ten Thousand Dragon Hall has at least 15,000 

men around me, that Green Wood Wolf King must be in the hinterland of their army even if he is at the 

front line, there is no telling how many soldiers are guarding there, it is already as difficult as heaven for 

you to find him in the midst of ten thousand armies, let alone you want to kidnap him out of the midst 

of ten thousand armies, isn't that even more difficult? " 

        Ye Chen smiled slightly, "It's alright, I don't have to sneak into his army to find him, I can just waltz 

over and meet him." 

        Hamid exclaimed, "What?! Are you crazy?! As soon as you go out from here, their soldiers will 

definitely shoot straight and won't give you a chance to talk at all!" 

        Ye Chen laughed, "Don't be in a hurry, I haven't finished my sentence." 

        When he said this, Ye Chen gave a slight beat and added: "This way, you should put out the word 

today that you wish to have peace talks with them, the content of the peace talks include but not 

limited to both sides shaking hands and making peace, or you conditionally surrendering to the Ten 

Thousand Dragon Temple as well as the government army;" 

        "But as for the exact terms of surrender, you need to sit down and discuss it face to face with the 

Supreme Commander of the Ten Thousand Dragon Temple, I am sure they will be interested." 

        "At that time, you will tell them that you will send a negotiator to their territory and negotiate with 

their supreme commander." 

        "And I, for one, will be your negotiator!" 

Chapter 3225 

 Ye Chen felt that it was indeed unrealistic to ask himself to search for the whereabouts of the 

opponent's supreme commander in the midst of ten thousand armies, and even to control the 

opponent. 

        Other than that, he still didn't know who the opponent's supreme commander was or what he 

looked like. 

        Even if he could infiltrate more than 10,000 people, it would be difficult to find and identify the 

other side in a day or two. 

        But if you think about it from another angle, it is not so complicated. 



        He could go directly to him. 

        As soon as Hamid heard Ye Chen's words, he let out a shocked cry and said, "How can this be done? 

Old Brother Ye, this kind of thing is nine deaths, how can you go and take this risk?" 

        Ye Chen smiled indifferently and said, "As your negotiator, I went to meet with the other side in a 

big way, what's so life-threatening about it? Do you think they will kill me?" 

        Hamid said offhandedly, "It's not that it's not a possibility! The other party hates me to the bone 

now, so they might really take it out on you!" 

        Ye Chen laughed, "No, thousands of years ago, our old Chinese ancestors once said that when two 

countries are at war, they don't kill the envoys, and this is also a basic principle that all countries in the 

world adhere to now, just like the Geneva Convention, since it is stipulated that no medical personnel 

should be deliberately killed on the battlefield, all countries must abide by this basic principle, like the 

two fascist countries that didn't abide by any convention during World War II. I believe you know very 

well what happened to the fascist countries that did not abide by any convention in the end." 

        Saying that, he added, "If the Hall of Ten Thousand Dragons can grow to the size it is today, and 

wants to put down roots in the Middle East, then these basic principles they will definitely abide by." 

        Hamid said, "But they may not be willing to make peace with me either, their current thinking is to 

fight me to the death, and it is said that they have long let out the word that as long as they are in my 

base, they will not let go of even a mouse." 

        Ye Chen laughed: "There is no point in them saying more harsh words, the reality is that they are in 

this stalemate with you right now, it won't do them any good." 

        After saying that, Ye Chen continued his analysis, "This stalemate, on the surface, seems to be 

unfavourable to you, but in reality, the real disadvantage is for the Ten Thousand Dragon Hall and the 

government army." 

        Hamid said with a sad face, "Old brother, in fact, to speak from the bottom of my heart, I am quite 

bottomless some times, my preparation time is not long enough, so the supplies are not abundant 

enough, far from the three years of strategic reserves that you asked for before, and now the number of 

people has doubled several times again, nearly 10,000 people are here to eat and feed the horses, it will 

accelerate the consumption of supplies, at most, it will last a year and a half" 

        At this point, Hamid sighed and said seriously, "Old brother, to use a Chinese idiom to describe me, I 

am a turtle in a jar!" 

        Ye Chen laughed, "What's the fear of a turtle in a jar? As long as this urn is strong enough, it is 

impossible for the other party to break this strong urn of yours in a short period of time." 

        Although you are trapped in the urn, the urn itself is your nest, you are just blocked in your own 

home, you have food and water at home, what do you have to fear? Not only do you have nothing to 

fear, your quality of life will not even slip because you are trapped." 

        Speaking here, Ye Chen turned his words and laughed, "But those people besieging you outside are 

not as happy as you are, the army of 20,000 to 30,000 people made up of the Ten Thousand Dragons 



Temple and the government army must stay here all the time, wind and rain, sun and rain, they all have 

to tough it out at your doorstep, you can imagine who has it harder." 

Chapter 3226 

 When Hamid heard this, his eyes suddenly lit up and he said excitedly, "Older brother, go on." 

        Ye Chen laughed: "You see, it's like a group of fishermen who went fishing in a black fish pond, 

holding their breath to catch the biggest standard fish in the pond, but the big fish was hiding in the 

water and it just wouldn't show its head, so the fishermen had no choice but to gnash their teeth and 

set up a tent at the side of the pond, preparing for a protracted battle." 

        "It's not enough that it's raining and windy, and there are mosquitoes and insect bites, but it's also a 

delay in their proper work, so they can't quit a job that pays hundreds of thousands of dollars a year or a 

business that pays millions a year just to catch a fish, can they? So, they can be at the fish pond for a day 

or two, but who can stand it for three or five days?" 

        "Even if there is a hardcore fisherman who is very stubborn and can really grit his teeth, by the time 

he has lasted a week and the fish have not been caught, his wife will have taken the kids and remarried 

the old king next door, what can he do then?" 

        Hamid said excitedly, "Damn, that's the truth!" 

        Ye Chen nodded: "Fifteen thousand men from the Hall of Ten Thousand Dragons besieging this one 

fish of yours here would cost tens of millions of dollars a day, and that cost would be a pure loss 

altogether, but what if those fifteen thousand men were pulled into another battlefield? Maybe the 

money earned will not only cover the cost of tens of millions of dollars a day, but also bring tens of 

millions of dollars of profit to the Ten Thousand Dragons Temple, this inverse and positive is two tens of 

millions, do you think they can afford to drag it out?" 

        If Dragon Palace really dares to delay with you for a year and a half, before your supplies are 

consumed, he will go bankrupt himself. Have you ever heard of any construction team workers who are 

so attached to the site owner that they willingly continue to work for him even though they can't get 

paid?" 

        Hamid laughed and said excitedly, "I get it! I really get it! The most passive person now is actually 

not me, the turtle in the jar, but them guys who are catching the turtle!" 

        Ye Chen nodded and smiled, "So I believe that the Ten Thousand Dragons Temple must be very 

worried right now, if you suddenly announce that you want to make peace with them at this time, they 

will definitely seize this opportunity, and even if they are not prepared to actually make peace with you, 

they will definitely seize this good opportunity to make contact with your side first, so that they can feel 

your attitude and probe you a bit. " 

        Hamid nodded his head and said, "That's a good point, brother! Then I will find a channel to contact 

them and see if they are willing to negotiate!" 

        Ye Chen smiled, "When contacting them, make sure you are sincere, tell them directly that if they 

are willing to talk, you will send someone with full authority to represent you to personally go to their 



territory and talk to them, but you have to make it clear to them that your representative must meet 

with the Supreme Commander of the Ten Thousand Dragon Hall!" 

        Hamid immediately stated, "No problem, I have a friend who is a supplier of supplies to the 

government army and has a good relationship with the top brass of the government army, I can ask him 

to help pass on a message!" 

Chapter 3227 

  The state of Chen Zhonglei of the Hall of Ten Thousand Dragons over the past few days was indeed as 

Ye Chen had guessed, incomparably tormented. 

        He originally thought that the army pressing in and not fighting would definitely bring huge 

psychological pressure to Hamid and his men, and it would not even take long for Hamid's internal army 

to become disorganised and even defect. 

        But what he didn't expect was that after several days had passed, not even a single dog had 

escaped from Hamid's side. 

        In a siege war like this, the most fearful thing is that the enemy will be united. 

        Once the other side is not afraid, it will really have to continue indefinitely, until Hamid runs out of 

ammunition or his side cannot support itself. 

        And in the last few days, his financial deficit was alarmingly high. 

        His adjutant approached him and reported to him worriedly, "Commander, our current 15,000 men, 

with their daily salaries and all their expenses, are at least thirty to forty million dollars, and at this rate, 

our money won't last too long." 

        The four war kings of the Ten Thousand Dragon Temple all adopted an independent accounting 

mechanism, which was equivalent to each of these four people opening a branch, and had to be self-

sufficient in terms of finance, while also ensuring profits, and if there was a deficit, they would have to 

solve it internally themselves. 

        When Chen Zhonglei heard this figure, his whole expression was worse than that of a dead father. 

        He gritted his teeth and said, "We definitely can't continue like this, pass on my order, from today 

onwards, as long as there is no war, everyone's pay will be reduced by half!" 

        Hearing this, the adjutant said nervously, "Commander, everyone is complaining a lot lately, if you 

deduct half of their pay again, I am afraid they will protest en masse!" 

        Chen Zhonglei questioned in exasperation, "These people stay in the barracks all day long with 

nothing to do, they don't have to fight, they don't have to risk their lives, they get paid as they are, what 

do they have to complain about?" 

        The adjutant said awkwardly, "There has been a lot of negativity in the last two days, on the one 

hand, people are extremely dissatisfied with the current food, on the other hand, it's the 

accommodation conditions, yesterday they even sent a few representatives to come and complain to 

me a lot, they want me to find you to solve the problem." 



        Chen Zhonglei said with a black face, "Explain to me clearly one by one what exactly they are 

dissatisfied with." 

        The adjutant busily said, "Then let me talk about them one by one, first of all, it's the food, now 

apart from the middle and senior officers, everyone else has the same standard of food as the local 

government soldiers, even the suppliers are the same, the local diet is not quite suitable for our soldiers' 

habits" 

        "Our soldiers are very focused on physical security, so their usual eating habits are a little more 

Western American, with lots of beef, vegetables, milk and even peanut butter and ice cream every day." 

        With that, the adjutant added, "As for accommodation, the main thing is that people are really not 

too happy with the current marching tents." 

        "The tents are all cobbled together by the government troops, and most of them have been in 

storage for a long time, so leaks are a common occurrence, and now it happens to be the rainy season, 

so it makes the inside of the tents very damp, and the feeling of living there is too bad;" 

        "Moreover, the problem of power supply is now not guaranteed at all, the only few generator sets 

available are simply unable to meet the common use of more than 30,000 soldiers on both sides, so now 

we can only use the rotating power supply, on average, each soldier is able to use electricity for no more 

than four hours per day on average." 

        "That's why everyone is now asking for a unified replacement with modular movable slabs, which 

will then ensure 24-hour power supply." 

        Chen Zhonglei cursed furiously, "These bastards, are they here to fight or are they here for a 

holiday?" 

Chapter 3228 

 The adjutant said helplessly, "Commander, although they are here to fight, you should know that they 

themselves don't like fighting hard battles!" 

        Saying that, the adjutant added, "Our Wan Long Temple's grassroots soldiers are all mercenaries in 

the purest sense of the word, they train and fight for their lives desperately just to earn more money to 

enjoy their lives, otherwise, who do you think would be willing to risk so much to run out and do this 

kind of work?" 

        Chen Zhonglei was speechless for a moment. 

        He was well aware of the current situation of the Ten Thousand Dragons Hall. 

        Although it was true that the Hall of Ten Thousand Dragons had four great war kings as well as 

hundreds of starred war generals, the tens of thousands of ordinary officers and soldiers of the Hall of 

Ten Thousand Dragons had joined the Hall of Ten Thousand Dragons almost exclusively for the sake of 

profit. 

        These mercenaries, who had no loyalty to the Ten Thousand Dragon Hall, all just felt that the 

income, size and popularity of the organisation was good, so they chose to work for the Ten Thousand 

Gods Hall. 



        Therefore, this group of people would not endure humiliation and forge ahead for the future of the 

Ten Thousand Dragons Hall. 

        All they cared about was themselves. 

        At this point, his adjutant added: "Also the accommodation piece is actually understandable, think 

about it, we don't know how long this siege is going to last, three or five days, or ten and a half days 

everyone should still be able to accept it, grit their teeth and get through it in their tents, even if the 

power supply problem can't be solved, but if this kind of day is going to last for two or three months or 

even longer, then everyone is definitely not willing to live in their tents for these months" 

        At this point, the adjutant reminded, "Commander, the summer in Syria will soon be here, when the 

daytime temperature can easily be 37 or 38 degrees or even 40 degrees, people will not be able to 

withstand living in tents" 

        This comment from the adjutant made Chen Zhonglei feel extremely stressed. 

        He could purchase food from Israel, whether it was steak or vegetables and milk, Israel could 

provide a steady supply, it was only a matter of spending a million dollars a day more. 

        However, the modular housing is a real problem. 

        It is not only more complicated to build and has more features, but the manufacturing cost is also 

geometrically higher. 

        If you want to have 15,000 people living in this kind of house and a stable power supply, the cost 

would be at least several tens of millions of dollars. 

        Thinking of this, Chen Zhonglei was so helpless that he could only tell his adjutant, "Go back and tell 

them to be patient, after the 5th of April, perhaps the temple master will come to Syria personally to 

solve these problems, in that case, everyone will only need to hold on for another week or so at most!" 

        Chen Zhonglei moved Wan Bajun to temporarily put off the group's demands, but he had been torn 

over this in his heart. 

        For him, he didn't want this matter to be settled by Wan Breaking Army in the end, because then it 

would mean that he had failed extremely completely in Syria. 

        So, in his heart, he still hoped that he could find a way to solve the problem in Syria himself. 

        In this way, he could also preserve his position as war king. 

        When the adjutant heard this, he could not help but say with some concern, "Commander, does this 

matter have to be resolved by the Lord of the Palace himself? That would really be somewhat 

detrimental to us!" 

        Chen Zhonglei said annoyedly, "If we don't have a good solution for Hamid, then even if I don't want 

the Hall Master to come over, the Hall Master won't take care of me then!" 

        Just as he finished speaking, the commander of the government army hurriedly came in and said 

out of the blue, "Chen, Hamid has sent me a message, he wants to make peace! 
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 "Peace talks?!" 

        As soon as he heard Hamid's initiative to make peace talks, Chen Zhonglei immediately said angrily, 

"This son of a bitch killed more than two thousand soldiers of my Ten Thousand Dragons Temple, 

causing us to lose face in the international mercenary field, and now he's even thinking of making peace 

talks with me! I tell you, this is absolutely impossible! We, the Ten Thousand Dragons Temple, will not 

agree to this!" 

        The government army commander asked rhetorically, "Not willing to make peace or attack, are you 

going to continue to spend time like this?" 

        Chen Zhonglei said in a cold voice, "Didn't we already reach a consensus on this matter of no peace 

talks a few days ago? At that time, we were all very united in our opinion that we wanted to completely 

wipe out Hamid's forces, did you change your mind now after just a few days?" 

        The other side spoke up, "The situation on the battlefield is constantly changing, at first we said we 

were not willing to make peace because we felt that Hamid was definitely going to resist to the end and 

would not be able to agree to make peace with us, but now hasn't he already shown his intentions in 

this regard? Then why don't we take this opportunity to have a good talk with him?" 

        Chen Zhonglei said in a stern voice, "We, the Ten Thousand Dragons Hall, have nothing to talk to 

him about. Even if you guys want to make peace with him, we won't change our initial intention and will 

definitely shred Hamid and all his men into pieces!" 

        The other party frowned and spoke, "If your will to finish Hamid is so strong, then I suggest you 

hurry up and give him a painful fight, don't keep on spending time here, even if you can accept it, I can 

hardly stand it anymore!" 

        After saying that, he said with some impatience, "How about this, we withdraw our troops first, and 

you, the Ten Thousand Dragons Hall, continue to surround Hamid here." 

        Chen Zhonglei wrinkled his eyebrows and cursed, "Are you fucking kidding me? We came here to 

help you fight the war, and you want to withdraw your troops?" 

        "Or what?" The other side asked him in return, "Do you want me to spend a year here with you? Do 

you think we have only one opponent in the country, Hamid? We have many more like Hamid, enemies 

waiting for us to purge, we don't have the energy to spend our lives here with one Hamid." 

        Saying that, the other party said in a resolute tone, "Our military high command has given clear 

instructions, if there is not a clear solution to this matter within 5 days, we will all withdraw our troops 

and go back to rest and recoup, and then rework the battle plan, whether you participate or not!" 

        When Chen Zhonglei saw that the other side was not joking with him at all, he was a little nervous. 

        It wasn't that he was afraid that the government troops would withdraw at this point in time. 

        He was mainly afraid that the government troops would therefore think that the strength of the Ten 

Thousand Dragons Hall was not good enough and dump it to go it alone. 



        If that were to happen, all of the efforts and sacrifices made by the Dragon Palace would be in vain. 

        Once the government forces turn their back and the two sides stop cooperating, the 100 square 

kilometres of land will definitely come to naught! 

        Thinking of this, Chen Zhonglei hurriedly advised, "Don't rush to withdraw your troops now, the 

reason why Hamid has taken the initiative to request peace talks at this time is that he can't hold out 

any longer, that's why he wants to find a way out for himself through peace talks before the whole front 

collapses. 

        The head of the government army spoke up, "According to the information we got, Hamid should 

have a large reserve of supplies, more than that, I dare not say, but it is certainly no problem to last for a 

few months!" 

        Chen Zhonglei said, "Those are all rumours, we don't know how many reserves Hamid has. What if 

Hamid deliberately put up a smokescreen to confuse us? To make us think that he has plenty of supplies 

and then make peace with him, then we would have fallen for his trick!" 

        Saying that, Chen Zhonglei added, "And don't you forget that he has integrated a lot of stragglers 

without thinking about it some time ago, and now that his numbers have doubled several times, his 

supplies will be consumed faster and faster! It's not good, it won't even last a month now, and all we 

have to do is be a little more patient and at the same time a little more firm with Hamid, if we don't 

leave any chance for Hamid to use his good offices, Hamid will definitely be in a state of disarray!" 

        The other party shook his head and said, "My superiors have already agreed to peace talks, and as 

far as my superiors are concerned, as long as Hamid is willing to surrender publicly and disarm all his 

soldiers and disband them in place, we can no longer hold Hamid legally responsible, and we are even 

willing to integrate him into the government army and give him a position if he is willing. " 

Chapter 3230 

 "What?!" Chen Zhonglei blurted out, "Hamid should be publicly sentenced to hang for killing so many of 

you, but you still want to edict him?!" 

        You should know that Hamid has now become a beacon of light for all the opposition, and also a 

benchmark for all the opposition. If Hamid surrenders, the confidence of all the opposition will suffer a 

serious setback, which is a great thing for us. " 

        Chen Zhonglei gritted his teeth and said, "Hamid is the sworn enemy of our Ten Thousand Dragons 

Temple! If you guys want to imperialize him, you have to consider how our Ten Thousand Dragons Hall 

will respond to this matter in the future! Do you want to make an enemy of the entire Ten Thousand 

Dragons Hall?!" 

        When the other party heard these words, they clearly became a little worried. 

        Indeed, no one would dare to provoke the powerful Ten Thousand Dragons Hall casually. 

        Chen Zhonglei saw that the other party was a bit hesitant, so he said while the iron was hot: 

"Putting aside the attitude of your superiors, you and I should have the same attitude towards Hamid, 



we both want to kill him before we do. You have nothing to lose by refusing him, and it is unlikely that 

he will be infuriated by your refusal to make peace with him and subsequently send troops to attack us." 

        The other party thought for a moment and said, "To be honest with you, Commander Chen, even if I 

don't want to make peace with Hamid, I'm afraid I'm no longer in charge of this matter." 

        Chen Zhonglei immediately said, "It's useless even if it's up to you, don't forget that you alone can 

decide whether to negotiate or not. At that time, our 15,000 soldiers of the Ten Thousand Dragons Hall 

will stand guard here, and as long as Hamid and his men dare to come out, we will fight to the death!" 

        The other side was instantly embarrassed. 

        If Chen Zhonglei really wasn't willing to make peace, there really wouldn't be any point in just them 

going to talk to Hamid, after all, who could do anything to them if the Ten Thousand Dragons Hall didn't 

withdraw their troops by then? 

        Thinking of this, he said helplessly, "Commander Chen, I'll give you at most five more days to think 

about it, after five days if you're still not willing to make peace with Hamid, then we'll have no choice 

but to withdraw our troops!" 

        "Good!" Chen Zhonglei thought that he could delay for five more days, so he agreed without 

hesitation and said offhandedly, "Then you should first send a message back to Hamid, saying that you 

are not considering peace talks for the time being!" 

        "OK!" 

        The news then quickly came back to Hamid, through an intermediary. 

        When Hamid heard that the government forces were not willing to negotiate with him, he was 

furious and cursed, "Damn it, I want to negotiate, but they are still unwilling to do so! What a disgrace!" 

        After saying that, he asked Ye Chen, "Brother Ye, what should we do now? Wait for them to change 

their minds?" 

        Ye Chen frowned and shook his head, "I'm in a hurry to get back and have things to do, so I can't 

wait." 

        After saying that, Ye Chen added, "They are not willing to make peace, so I think they should not 

know enough about your strength." 

        "Yes!" Hamid said in a cold voice, "They must think that I am a soft touch!" 

        Ye Chen grunted and said, "This way, you immediately take pictures of all your reserves and send 

them the photos, then tell them that this is just the tip of the iceberg of all your strategic reserves, and 

finally give them a chance to make peace talks, I don't believe they won't agree this time!" 

 


